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Google Nest Thermostat - Smart Thermostat for Home -

Programmable WiFi Thermostat - Charcoal



Welcome homeWelcome home



Touch bar
Swipe up or down to 
change the temperature. 
Tap to bring up the menu.

Current heating or cooling 
.

Target temperature
The temperature you 
want to reach.

Current temperature
The temperature 
in your home.

Meet the Nest Thermostat



Tap the touch bar to bring up the menu.

Modes
Change modes, like 
heating and cooling.

Hold

of time.

Fan

fan whenever you want.

and network status.



Make the most of your new 
Nest Thermostat

Nest Thermostat. To learn more visit 
g.co/nest/thermostatbasics

When you set up your Nest Thermostat, customizing your 
schedule is fast and easy. And you can always make 
adjustments from the Google Home app.



Save energy when you’re away.
The Nest Thermostat can use a built-in sensor to know when 
nobody’s home, then adjust the temperature to save energy. 
The Google Home app can also use your phone’s location 
to help your thermostat adjust even faster when you leave.



Your Nest Thermostat can send a reminder if your air 

furnace is acting up. 

Look for the Nest Leaf.
It appears when you change the Nest Thermostat 
to an energy-saving temperature.



Every Nest product makes your 
home even more helpful
Control your thermostat with your voice.
The Nest Thermostat works with the Google Assistant 
on your phone, or Nest speakers and displays. Just say, 
“Hey Google, turn up the heat.” The Nest Thermostat also 

Nest Thermostat to stop the furnace from running.
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Control from anywhere
You can change the temperature, adjust your 
schedule, and more from your phone or tablet. 
Just download the free Google Home app from 
Google Play or the App Store™. 

We take your privacy seriously. 
Go to g.co/nest/privacy
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